UNDERCOVER POLICING INQUIRY

COUNSEL TO THE INQUIRY’S EXPLANATORY NOTE TO ACCOMPANY THE
CHAIRMAN’S RULING 19 IN RESPECT OF APPLICATIONS FOR RESTRICTIONS
OVER THE REAL AND COVER NAMES OF OFFICERS OF THE SPECIAL OPERATIONS
SQUAD AND THE SPECIAL DEMONSTRATION SQUAD
UPDATE as at 11 November 2021

Introduction
1.

On 3 August 2017, 23 October 2017, 15 November 2017, 15 January 2018, 25
January 2018, 7 March 2018, 22 March 2018, 28 March 2018, 26 April 2018, 23 May
2018, 21 June 2018, 30 July 2018, 13 September 2018, 21 February 2019, 17 April
2019, 29 October 2019, 25 March 2021, 30 March 2021 and 21 September 2021 the
Chairman published ‘Minded To’ and ‘Supplementary Minded To’ notes and Rulings
regarding applications by the Metropolitan Police Service to the Inquiry for restriction
orders regarding the real and/or cover names of a number of Special Demonstration
Squad officers.

2.

This is an update to Counsel’s Explanatory Notes published on 3 August 2017, 15
November 2017, 15 January 2018, 25 January 2018, 7 March 2018, 22 March
2018, 28 March 2018, 26 April 2018, 23 May 2018, 21 June 2018, 30th July 2018,
13th September 2018, 21 February 2019, 29 October 2019, 22 January 2020, 25
March 2021 and 21 September 2021.
SDS restriction order applications

3.

Ruling 20 published on 11 November 2021 provides the Chairman’s decision in
relation to the cover name of HN87.

4.

The Chairman’s ruling means that HN87’s real name will remain restricted but his
cover name will be published by the Inquiry.

5.

The updated position on the other SDS officers who have made restriction order
applications within the Key Anonymity Process is set out in the table below:
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Nominal
1

2

3

4

6

7

8

9

12

13

15

Minded To
Application for real name restriction order. Cover name, 'Matthew Rayner' has
been published. Following responses to the Chairman’s Minded To decision
(published on 15/11/17) to restrict the real name, the Chairman has made a
final ruling to restrict the real name (published 30/7/18).
No application for restriction order over cover or real name was made.
Real name, Andrew Coles, and cover name, ‘Andy Davey’ has been published.
Application for real and cover name restriction order. Following a closed
hearing, the Chairman has, by way of ruling dated 22/3/18, refused to restrict
cover name. Cover name, ‘Jason Bishop’, has been published. Following
responses to the Chairman’s Minded To decision (published on 22/3/18) to
restrict the real name, the Chairman has made a final ruling to restrict the real
name (published 30/7/18).
Application for real and cover name restriction order. Following a closed
hearing, the Chairman was minded to restrict real and cover name as set out in
his Minded To decisions (published on 21/6/18 and 30/7/18). Open material
was published and submissions received. Final ruling to restrict real and cover
name published on 8/11/18.
Application for real and cover name restriction order. Following responses to
the Chairman's Minded To decision (published on 23/5/18) to restrict real and
cover name, the Chairman has made a final ruling to restrict the real and cover
names (published 30/7/18).
Order restricting publication of real and cover name made pursuant to
application and published on 4 September 2017. (This is the final position and
not a Minded To position).
Application for real and cover name restriction order. Following responses to
the Chairman's Minded To decision (published on 26/4/18) to restrict real and
cover name, the Chairman has made a final ruling to restrict the real and cover
names (published 30/7/18).
Application for real and cover name restriction order. Following responses to
the Chairman's Minded To decision (published on 26/4/18) to restrict real and
cover name, the Chairman has made a final ruling to restrict the real and cover
names (published 30/7/18).
Application for real name restriction order. Cover name, 'Michael Hartley' has
been published. Following the responses to the Chairman’s Minded To decision
(published on 21/1/18) to restrict the real name, the Chairman has made a final
ruling to restrict the real name (published 30/7/18).
Application for real name restriction order. Officer deceased. The cover name,
'Desmond/Barry Loader', has been published. Following responses to the
Chairman’s Minded To decision (published on 15/1/18) to restrict the real
name, open material was published and submissions received. Final ruling to
restrict real name published on 8/11/18.
Application for real and cover name restriction order. A closed hearing took
place. A final ruling refusing the application has been reached. The open ruling
was published on 11/4/18 and the closed reasons were supplied to the
applicant on 20/12/17.
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16

17

18

19

20

21

22
23

24

25

26

Cover name, ‘Mark Cassidy’, has been published. Real name will be published
where it appears in the evidence in due course.
Application for real and cover name restriction order. A closed hearing took
place. A final ruling was reached and published on 5/12/17.
Cover names, ‘James Straven’/’Kevin Crossland’ have been published.
The Chairman has revoked the order restricting the real name.
Application for real and cover name restriction order. A final ruling was reached
and published on 28/3/18.
Cover and real name will be restricted.
Application to restrict real and cover name. The officer was permitted an
opportunity to respond to the Chairman's Minded To decision (published on
21/6/18) to restrict real name but to refuse to restrict cover name but the
Chairman maintained his view and in a final ruling (published on 30/7/18)
refused to restrict cover name but remains minded to restrict real name. Cover
name, ‘Rob Harrison’ has been published. Open material has been published
with a direction providing opportunity to respond to the Chairman’s Minded To
decision to restrict the real name by 21/3/19. Submissions were received and
the Chairman has made a final ruling refusing to restrict the real name
(published on 29/10/19). Real name will be published where it appears in the
evidence in due course.
Application for real name restriction order. Cover name, ‘Malcolm Shearing’,
has been published. Following responses to the Chairman’s Minded To decision
(published on 25/1/18) to restrict the real name, the Chairman has made a final
ruling to restrict the real name (published 30/7/18).
Application for real name restriction order. Cover name, ‘Tony Williams’, has
been published. Following responses to the Chairman’s Minded To decision
(published on 26/4/18) to restrict the real name, the Chairman has made a final
ruling to restrict the real name (published 30/7/18).
Application for real and cover name restriction. Response on behalf of the
applicant to the Chairman’s Minded To decision (published on 7/3/18) to
restrict real name but publish cover name received. Following responses to the
Chairman's Minded To decision (published on 23/5/18) to restrict real and
cover name, the Chairman has made a final ruling to restrict the real and cover
names (published 30/7/18).
No application. Management/back office staff. No cover name. Real name will
be published.
Application for real and cover name restriction order. A final ruling was reached
and published on 20/2/18.
Cover and real name will be restricted.
Application for real name restriction order. No response on behalf of the
applicant to the Chairman’s Minded To decision (published on 26/4/18) to
refuse to restrict real name was provided so the Minded to note stands as final
ruling that real name will not be restricted.
Application for real and cover name restriction. Response on behalf of the
applicant to the Chairman’s Minded To decision (published on 7/3/18) to
restrict real name but publish cover name received. The cover name, 'Kevin
Douglas' has been published. Open material was published and submissions
received. Final ruling to restrict real name published 8/11/18.
Application for real and cover name restriction order. A closed hearing took
place. A final ruling was reached and published on 5/12/17.
Cover name, ‘Christine Green’ has been published. Real name will be restricted.
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27

28

29

30

32

33

34

35

36
39
40

41

44

45

Application for real and cover name restriction order. Following responses to
the Chairman's Minded To decision (published on 26/4/18) to restrict real and
cover name, the Chairman has made a final ruling to restrict the real and cover
names (published 30/7/18).
Application for real and cover name restriction order. Following responses to
the Chairman's Minded To decision (published on 23/5/18) to restrict real and
cover name, the Chairman has made a final ruling to restrict the real and cover
names (published 30/7/18).
No application. Management/back office staff. No cover name. Real name will
be published.
Application for real name restriction order. Chairman's Minded To decision
(published on 21/6/18) was to restrict real name of this cover officer. Given this
is not a UCO, any cover name will be considered at the document redaction
stage. Open material was published and submissions received. Final ruling to
restrict real name published on 8/11/18.
No application. Management/back office staff. No cover name. Real name will
be published.
Application for real and cover name restriction. Cover name, ‘Kathryn Lesley
'Lee' Bonser’, published. Chairman’s Minded To decision (published on
22/3/18) was to restrict the real name. Open material was published and
submissions received. Final ruling to restrict real name published on 8/11/18.
No application made. Management/ back office staff. No cover name. Real
name will be published.
Application for real name restriction. Open application material has been
published (17/4/18) and responses provided. A final ruling was reached and
published on 15/5/18.
Real name will be restricted.
No application made. Management/ back office staff. Given this is not a UCO,
any cover name will be considered at the document redaction stage. Real
name will be published.
No application made. Management/ back office staff. No cover name. Real
name will be published.
Application for real and cover name restriction order. A final ruling was reached
and published on 20/2/18.
Cover and real name will be restricted.
Application for real and cover name restriction order. A final ruling was reached
and published on 28/3/18.
Cover and real name will be restricted.
Application for real name restriction order. Cover name, ‘Darren Prowse’, has
been published. Following responses to the Chairman’s Minded To decision
(published on 22/3/18) to restrict the real name, the Chairman has made a final
ruling to restrict the real name (published 30/7/18).
Application for real and cover name restriction order. In response to the
Chairman’s Minded To decision to refuse to restrict cover name but grant a
restriction over real name, no objection was received by the MPS DL team or
MPS CL team so the cover name, ‘David Robertson’, has been published. Open
application material has been published (17/4/18) and responses provided. A
final ruling was reached and published on 15/5/18.
Real name will be restricted.
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48
49
51
52

53

56

58

59

60

61
64

65

66/EN327

Application for real and cover name restriction. In a final ruling (dated 21/2/19)
without a minded to decision, the Chairman decided to restrict real and cover
names.
No application. Cover officer. Given this is not a UCO, any cover name will be
considered at document redaction stage. Real name will be published.
No application made. Management/ back office staff. Given this not a UCO, any
cover name will be considered as the document redaction stage. Real name
will be published.
No application. Cover officer. Given this is not a UCO, any cover name will be
considered at document redaction stage. Real name will be published.
Application for real and cover name restriction order. Following responses to
the Chairman's Minded To decision (published on 23/5/18) to restrict real and
cover name, the Chairman has made a final ruling to restrict the real and cover
names (published 30/7/18).
Application for real name restriction order. The cover name, ‘Alan ‘Nick’
Nicholson’, has been published. Open application material has been published
(17/4/18) and responses provided. A final ruling was reached and published on
15/5/18.
Real name will be restricted.
Application for real and cover name restriction order. Written submissions
were made by the NSCPs and subsequently a closed hearing took place. Further
submissions were made at the open hearing on 5/2/18. A final ruling was
reached and published on 20/2/18. Cover and real name will be restricted.
No application by MPS Commissioner’s Legal Team. Officer was in the back
office in the SDS and had no cover name. The MPS Designated Lawyers applied
to restrict the real name. The Chairman was minded to refuse the application.
The officer was permitted an opportunity to pursue the application in a closed
hearing. HN59 decided not to pursue the application so the Minded To
becomes the final ruling. The real name will be published.
Application for real and cover name restriction order. Following a closed
hearing, the Chairman has, by way of ruling dated 22/3/18, refused to restrict
cover name. Cover name, ‘Dave Evans’, has been published. Following
responses to the Chairman’s Minded To decision (published on 22/3/18) to
restrict the real name, the Chairman has made a final ruling to restrict the real
name (published 30/7/18).
No application. Management/back office staff. No cover name. Real name will
be published.
Application for real and cover name restriction order. A final ruling was reached
and published on 28/3/18.
Cover and real name will be restricted.
Application for real and cover name restriction. Response on behalf of the
applicant to the Chairman’s Minded To decision (published on 22/3/18) to
restrict real name but publish cover name received. Cover name, 'John Kerry'
has been published. Following responses to the Chairman’s Minded To decision
(published on 22/3/18) to restrict the real name, the Chairman has made a final
ruling to restrict the real name (published 30/7/18).
Application to restrict real and cover name received. Response on behalf of the
applicant to the Chairman’s Minded To decision (published on 7/3/18) to
restrict real name but publish cover name received. Cover names, 'Edward
David Jones/Bob the Builder/Edge/Dave' have been published. Open material
has been published with a direction providing opportunity to respond to the
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67

68
69
71

72

76

77

78

79

80

81

Chairman’s Minded To decision (published on 7/3/18) to restrict the real name
by 21/3/19. Final ruling to restrict real name published on 17/4/19.
Application for real name restriction order. Cover name 'Alan Bond' has been
published. Following responses to the Chairman’s Minded To decision
(published on 22/3/18) to restrict the real name, the Chairman has made a final
ruling to restrict the real name (published 30/7/18).
Application for real and cover name restriction order. A final ruling was reached
and published on 5/12/17.
Cover name, ‘Sean Lynch’, has been published. Real name will be restricted.
No application made. Management/ back office staff. No cover name. Real
name will be published.
Application for real and cover name restriction order. A final ruling was reached
and published on 28/3/18.
Cover and real name will be restricted.
Application for real and cover name restriction order. Following responses to
the Chairman's Minded To decision (published on 26/4/18) to restrict real and
cover name, the Chairman has made a final ruling to restrict the real and cover
names (published 30/7/18).
Application for real and cover name restriction order. Following responses to
the Chairman's Minded To decision (published on 23/5/18) to restrict real and
cover name, the Chairman has made a final ruling to restrict the real and cover
names (published 30/7/18).
Application for real name restriction order. The cover name, ‘Jacqueline
Anderson’, has been published. Open application material has been published
(17/4/18) and responses provided. A final ruling was reached and published on
15/5/18.
Real name will be restricted.
Application to restrict real and cover name was made. Response on behalf of
the applicant to the Chairman’s Minded To decision (published on 22/3/18) to
restrict real name but publish cover name received. Following a closed hearing,
the Chairman has reached a final ruling (published on 6/6/18) in which he
refused to restrict the cover name. The cover name, ‘Anthony “Bobby” Lewis,
was published on 16/7/19. Submissions received opposing the restriction of the
real name on the grounds of admitted sexual relationships. Opportunity was
provided to the officer to argue that the Chairman should maintain his minded
to position despite the admitted sexual relationships and restrict the real name.
The final ruling was reached and published on 22/01/2020 not to restrict the
real name.
Application for real name restriction order. The cover name, ‘Ross ‘RossCo’
MacInnes’ has been published. Open application material has been published
(17/4/18) and responses provided. A final ruling was reached and published on
15/5/18.
Real name will be restricted.
Application for real and cover name restriction. Response on behalf of the
applicant to the Chairman’s Minded To decision (published on 22/3/18) to
restrict real name but publish cover name received. Cover name, 'Colin Clark',
has been published. Following responses to the Chairman’s Minded To decision
(published on 22/3/18) to restrict the real name, the Chairman has made a final
ruling to restrict the real name (published 30/7/18).
Application for real and cover name restriction order. A closed hearing took
place. A final ruling was reached and published on 5/12/17.
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82

83

86

87

88

89

90

91

95

96

The cover name, ‘David Hagan’, has been published. Real name will be
restricted.
Application for a real name restriction. On behalf of HN82’s widow the
opportunity to pursue a cover name restriction was declined. Cover name
'Nicholas Green' has been published. Chairman’s Minded To decision (published
on 7/3/18) was to restrict the real name. Open material was published and
submissions received. Final ruling to restrict real name published on 8/11/18.
Application for real and cover name restriction. Open application material has
been published (17/4/18) and responses provided. A final ruling was reached
and published on 15/5/18.
Real and cover name will be restricted.
Application for real and cover name restriction order. Following responses to
the Chairman's Minded To decision (published on 23/5/18) to restrict real and
cover name, the Chairman has made a final ruling to restrict the real and cover
names (published 30/7/18).
Application for real and cover name restriction order. Following responses to
the Chairman's Minded To decision (published on 23/5/18) to restrict real and
cover name, the Chairman made a ruling to restrict the real and cover names
(published 30/7/18). The decision to restrict this officer’s cover name has been
revisited. Those directly concerned were given an opportunity to make
submissions. Following consideration of those submissions, the Chairman has
made a ruling (published on 11/11/21) to revoke the restriction over the cover
name which will be published once pre-publication checks are complete.
Application for real and cover name restriction order made. In response to the
Chairman’s Minded To decision granting real name restriction but refusing the
cover name restriction, before the closed hearing the MPS DL team withdrew
their application for a cover name restriction. Cover name, 'Timothy Spence'
have been published. Further responses to the Chairman’s Minded To decision
(published on 15/11/17) to restrict the real name, the Chairman has made a
final ruling to restrict the real name (published 30/7/18).
Officer is deceased.
The Chairman has made a final ruling to restrict the real and cover names
(published 25/3/21).
Application for real and cover name restriction. Response on behalf of the
applicant to the Chairman’s Minded To decision (published on 22/3/18) to
restrict real name but publish cover name received. Cover name, 'Mark Kerry',
has been published. Following responses to the Chairman’s Minded To decision
(published on 22/3/18) to restrict the real name, the Chairman has made a final
ruling to restrict the real name (published 30/7/18).
Application for real and cover name restriction order. Following responding to
the Chairman's Minded To decision (published on 21/6/18) to restrict real and
cover name, the Chairman has made a final ruling to restrict the real and cover
names (published 30/7/18).
Application for real name restriction order. A response on behalf of the
applicant to the Chairman’s Minded To decision (published on 26/4/18) to
refuse to restrict real name was received from CL and the app will be pursued
in a closed hearing. Following a closed hearing the Chairman has made a final
ruling (published on 30/7/18) not to restrict the real name. No application was
made to restrict the cover name which will be published in due course.
Application for real and cover name restriction. Response on behalf of the
applicant to the Chairman’s Minded To decision (published on 7/3/18) to
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97

99

101

102

103
104

106

108
109

110

112

113
115

118

120

restrict real name but publish cover name received. Cover name, 'Michael
James', has been published. Open material was published and submissions
received. Final ruling to restrict real name published on 8/11/18.
Application for real and cover name restriction order. Following responses to
the Chairman's Minded To decision (published on 21/6/18) to restrict real and
cover name, the Chairman has made a final ruling to restrict the real and cover
names (published 30/7/18).
No application made. Management/ back office staff. No cover name. Real
name will be published.
Application for real and cover name restriction order. Following responses to
the Chairman's Minded To decision (published on 23/5/18) to restrict real and
cover name, the Chairman has made a final ruling to restrict the real and cover
names (published 30/7/18).
Application for real and cover name restriction order.
Following responses to the Chairman's Minded To decision (published on
23/5/18) to restrict real and cover name, the Chairman has made a final ruling
to restrict the real and cover names (published 30/7/18).
No application. Management/back office staff. No cover name. Real name will
be published.
Application for real name restriction order. Cover name, ‘Carlo Neri’, has been
published. In a final ruling published on 7/8/18, the Chairman has restricted the
officer’s real name.
Application for a real name restriction. Cover name, 'Barry Tompkins' has been
published. Following responses to the Chairman’s Minded To decision
(published on 7/3/18) to restrict the real name, the Chairman has made a final
ruling to restrict the real name (published 30/7/18).
No application made. Management/ back office staff. No cover name.
Real name will be published.
Application for real and cover name restriction order. A final ruling was reached
and published on 28/3/18.
Cover and real name will be restricted.
No application. Back office/cover officer. Given this is not a UCO, any cover
name will be considered at document redaction stage. Real name will be
published. Officer now deceased.
Application for real and cover name restriction. Response on behalf of the
applicant to the Chairman’s Minded To decision (published on 22/3/18) to
restrict real name but publish cover name received. The application was
pursued in a closed hearing and the Chairman became Minded To (published
on 6/6/18) restrict both cover and real name. Following responses, the
Chairman has made a final ruling to restrict the real and cover names
(published 30/7/18).
The application for a restriction order has been withdrawn. The real name will
be published when the evidence relating to him is published.
No application made. Back office staff. No cover name.
Real name will be published.
Application for real name restriction order. Cover name, ‘Simon Wellings’ has
been published. Open application material has been published (17/4/18) and
responses provided. A final ruling was reached and published on 15/5/18.
Real name will be restricted.
No application made. Management/ back office staff. No cover name.
Real name will be published.
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122

123

125

126

127

129

135
146

155

200

204

216

217

Application for real and cover name restriction. Following a closed hearing the
Chairman ruled against a restriction over the cover name which will be
published. Cover name, ‘Neil Richardson’ has been published. Open material
has been published with a direction providing opportunity to respond to the
Chairman’s Minded To decisions (published on 7/3/18 and 23/5/18) to restrict
the real name by 21/3/19. A final ruling was reached and published on 17/4/19.
Real name will be restricted.
Application for real and cover name restriction order. A final ruling was reached
and published on 5/12/17.
Cover and real name will be restricted.
Application for real and cover name restriction order. A final ruling was reached
and published on 28/3/18.
Cover and real name will be restricted.
Application to restrict real and cover name. The officer was permitted an
opportunity to respond to the Chairman's Minded To decision (published on
21/6/18) to restrict real name but to refuse to restrict cover name but did not
pursue the application so the minded to decision on cover name is the final
ruling. Cover name, ‘Paul Gray’ was published on 25/6/19. An open application
was published and submissions received. The Chairman reached a final ruling to
restrict the real name (published on 29/10/19).
An application to restrict real name was made. A final ruling was reached and
published on 20/2/18.
Real name will be published.
No application. Supervisor/cover officer. Given this is not a UCO, any cover
name will be considered at document redaction stage. Real name will be
published.
Following further investigation the Chairman has reached a final ruling,
published on 29/10/19, that the cover name will be restricted. The real name,
Mike Ferguson, is already in the public domain and will not be restricted.
No application made. Management/ back office staff. No cover name.
Real name will be published.
Application for real name restriction order. Oral submissions in response to the
Chairman’s Minded To note inviting submission (published on 7/3/18) were
heard at the open hearing on 21/3/18. Cover name, ‘Phil Cooper’, has been
published. Following responses to the Chairman’s Minded To decision
(published on 28/3/18) to restrict the real name, the Chairman has made a final
ruling to restrict the real name (published 30/7/18).
Application for real name restriction order. Cover name, ‘Roger Harris’, has
been published. Chairman’s Minded To decision (published on 22/3/18) was to
restrict the real name. Open material was published and submissions received.
Final ruling to restrict real name published on 8/11/18.
No application made. Management/ back office staff. No cover name.
Real name will be published.
Application for a real name restriction. In response to the Chairman’s Minded
To decision to refuse to restrict real name, the MPS CL and DL team have
indicated that they do not pursue the application. The Minded To decision
(published on 15/11/17) becomes the final ruling. Real name will be published.
No application made. Back office staff. No cover name.
Real name will be published.
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218
221
241
244
268
294

296

297

298

299 /342

300

301

302

303

No application made. Cover name, ‘Barry Morris’, has been published. Real
name will be published when evidence relating to him is published.
No application made. Back office staff. No cover name.
Real name will be published.
Application for real and cover name restriction order. A final ruling was reached
and published on 20/2/18.
Cover and real name will be restricted.
No application made. Management/back office staff. No cover name. Real
name will be published.
No application. Management/back office staff. No cover name. Real name will
be published.
Application for real name restriction order. Officer deceased and no cover
name is known. A final ruling was reached and published on 5/12/17. Real
name will be restricted.
Application for real name restriction order. Cover name will be published. Once
pre-publication checks are complete and cover name is published, open
material was published and a final ruling was reached to restrict the real name,
published on 29/10/19.
Application for real name restriction order. Cover name, ‘Rick Gibson’, has been
published. Further submissions were heard at the open hearing on 5/2/18. A
final ruling was reached and published on 20/2/18 in which the Chairman
decided that the real name will be published unless by 4pm on 8/3/18 the
Inquiry receives evidence which casts doubt on the evidence contained in the
witness statement of ‘Mary’. No evidence casting doubt on ‘Mary’s’ witness
statement was received and thus on 8/3/18 the Chairman decided not to
review his decision. The Inquiry has now communicated the real name to
‘Mary’.
Application for real name restriction order. Cover name, ‘Michael Scott’ has
been published. Open application material has been published (17/4/18) and
responses provided. A final ruling was reached and published on 15/5/18.
Real name will be restricted.
Application for real name restriction order. Cover name, ‘David Hughes’ has
been published. Open material has been published. Open material was
published with a direction providing opportunity to respond to the Chairman’s
Minded To decision (published on 13/9/18) to restrict the real name by
21/3/19. The Chairman reached a final ruling to restrict real name published on
17/4/19.
Application for real name restriction. No cover name is known and officer now
deceased. Open application material has been published (17/4/18) and
responses provided. A final ruling was reached and published on 15/5/18.
Real name will be restricted.
Application for real name restriction order made. A final ruling was reached and
published on 28/3/18.
Cover name, ‘Bob Stubbs’, has been published. Real name will be restricted.
Application for real and cover name restriction. Open application material has
been published (17/4/18) and responses provided. A final ruling was reached
and published on 15/5/18.
Real and cover name will be restricted.
Application for real name restriction order. Cover name, ‘Peter Collins’, has
been published. Following responses to the Chairman’s Minded To decision
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304

306
307
308
311
314
318

321

322
323
325

326

327
328
329

330

331

332

(published on 26/4/18) to restrict the real name, the Chairman has made a final
ruling to restrict the real name (published 30/7/18).
Application for real name restriction order. Cover name, 'Graham Coates', has
been published. Chairman’s Minded To decision (published on 15/1/18) was to
restrict the real name. Open material was published and submissions received.
Final ruling to restrict real name published on 8/11/18.
No application. Management/back office staff. No cover name. Real name will
be published.
No application. Management/back office staff. No cover name. Real name will
be published.
No application. Management/back office staff. No cover name. Real name will
be published.
No application. Management/back office staff. No cover name. Real name will
be published.
No application made. Management staff. No cover name.
Real name will be published.
No application made. Management/ back office staff. No cover name. Officer
now deceased. Real name will be published.
Application for real and cover name restriction order. A final ruling was reached
and published on 5/12/17.
Cover name, ‘William Paul Lewis’, has been published. Real name will be
restricted.
Application for real name restriction order. No cover name known. A final ruling
was reached and published on 20/2/18.
Real name will be restricted.
No application made. Officer now deceased and no cover name known. Real
name will be published.
No application made. Officer now deceased. Management/back office staff. No
cover name. Real name will be published.
Application for real and cover name restriction order. A final ruling was reached
and published on 5/12/17.
Cover name, ‘Douglas Edwards’, has been published. Real name will be
restricted.
No application made. Officer now deceased and no cover name known. Real
name will be published.
No application made. Management/ back office staff. No cover name. Real
name will be published.
Application for real name restriction order. A final ruling was reached and
published on 5/12/17.
Cover name, ‘John Graham’, has been published. Real name will be restricted.
Application for real name restriction order. A final ruling was reached and
published on 5/12/17.
Cover name, ‘Don De Freitas’, has been published. Real name will be restricted.
Application for real name restriction made. No cover name is known and officer
now deceased. Open application material has been published (17/4/18) and
responses provided. A final ruling was reached and published on 15/5/18.
Real name will be restricted.
Application for real name restriction order made. Management/back office
staff. No cover name. Open application material has been published (17/4/18)
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and responses provided. A final ruling was reached and published on 15/5/18.
Real name will be restricted.
Application for real and cover name restriction order. A final ruling was reached
and published on 5/12/17.
Real and cover name will be restricted.
Application for real name restriction order. Cover name, ‘Margaret White’ has
been published. Open application material has been published (17/4/18) and
responses provided. A final ruling was reached and published on 15/5/18.
Real name will be restricted.
No application made. Officer now deceased and no cover name known. Real
name will be published.
Application for real name restriction order made. A final ruling was reached and
published on 28/3/18.
Cover name, ‘Dick Epps’, has been published. Real name will be restricted.
Application for real and cover name restriction order. A final ruling was reached
and published on 28/3/18.
Cover and real name will be restricted.
Application for real name restriction order. Officer deceased and no cover
name is known. Open application material has been published (17/4/18) and
responses provided. A final ruling was reached and published on 15/5/18.
Real name will be restricted.
Application for real name restriction order. The cover name, ‘Stewart
Goodman’, has been published. Open application material has been published
(17/4/18) and responses provided. A final ruling was reached and published on
15/5/18.
Real name will be restricted.
Application for real name restriction order. The cover name, 'Alan Nixon', has
been published. Following responses to the Chairman’s Minded To decision
(published on 15/1/18) to restrict the real name, the Chairman has made a final
ruling to restrict the real name (published 30/7/18).
Application for real and cover name restriction order. A final ruling was reached
and published on 28/3/18.
Cover and real name will be restricted.
Application for real name restriction order made. A final ruling was reached and
published on 28/3/18.
Cover name, ‘John Clinton’, has been published. Real name will be restricted.
Application to restrict the real name was made by the MPS CL team. Extension
granted for response on behalf of the applicant to the Chairman’s Minded To
decision (published on 7/3/18) to refuse to restrict real name. Cover name now
supplied. The cover name, ‘Ian Cameron’, has been published. The Chairman
has received the information requested and is now minded to restrict the real
name in his most recent minded to decision (published on 21/2/19). This
updates earlier minded to notes (published on 26/4/18 and 23/5/18). Open
material has been published with a direction providing opportunity to respond
to the minded to decision to restrict the real name by 21/3/19. The Chairman
has reached a final ruling to restrict the real name published on 17/4/19.
An application was made for a real name restriction order. The cover name,
‘Peter Fredericks’, has been published. Open application material has been
published (17/4/18) and responses provided. A final ruling was reached and
published on 15/5/18.
Real name will be restricted.
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No application made. No cover name known. Officer is deceased. Real name
will be published.
Application for real name restriction order made. A final ruling was reached and
published on 28/3/18.
Cover name, ‘Alex Sloan’, has been published. Real name will be restricted.
Application for real name restriction order. No cover name known. A final ruling
was reached and published on 20/2/18.
Real name will be restricted.
Application for real and cover name restriction. Open application material has
been published (17/4/18) and responses provided. A final ruling was reached
and published on 15/5/18.
Real and cover name will be restricted.
No application made. Back office staff. No cover name. Real name will be
published.
Application for real name restriction order. Cover name, 'Jeff Slater' has been
published. Following responses to the Chairman’s Minded To decision
(published on 26/4/18) to restrict the real name, the Chairman has made a final
ruling to restrict the real name (published 30/7/18).
Application for real name restriction order. Cover name, ‘Gary Roberts’, has
been published. Following responses to the Chairman’s Minded To decision
(published on 25/1/18) to restrict the real name, the Chairman has made a final
ruling to restrict the real name (published 30/7/18).
Application for real name restriction order. Cover name, 'Vince Miller', has
been published. Following responses to the Chairman’s Minded To decision
(published on 15/1/18) to restrict the real name, the Chairman has made a final
ruling to restrict the real name (published 30/7/18). The decision to restrict this
officer’s real name has been revisited and those directly concerned received a
Minded To decision and were given an opportunity to provide written
submissions. Those were considered and the Chairman has ruled that the
restriction over the real name will be revoked after the T1P2 hearings (ruling
published 30/3/21). This was revoked on 21/9/21.
Application for real and cover name restriction order. Following responses to
the Chairman's Minded To decision (published on 26/4/18) to restrict real and
cover name, the Chairman has made a final ruling to restrict the real and cover
names (published 30/7/18).
Application for real name restriction order made by MPS CL team. Officer is
deceased. Information received from family of deceased officer taken into
account. The cover name, ‘Bill Biggs’, has been published. Open application
material has been published (17/4/18) and responses provided. A final ruling
was reached and published on 15/5/18.
Real name will be restricted.
No application. Management/back office staff. No cover name. Real name will
be published.
Application to restrict real name only. Cover officer. Any cover name will be
considered at document redaction stage. Chairman’s minded to decision
(NPOIU Minded To 3 published on 15/11/18) to refuse to restrict the real name.
Closed hearing has taken place. Await further information.
No application made. Management/ back office staff. No cover name. Officer
now deceased. Real name will be published.
Application to restrict real name. Response on behalf of the applicant to the
Chairman’s Minded To decision (published on 7/3/18) to refuse to restrict the
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real name received. The MPS have withdrawn their application for a real name
restriction. Real name will be published.
No application. Management/back office staff. No cover name. Officer now
deceased. Real name will be published.
No application made. Management/ back office staff. No cover name. Real
name will be published.
No application made. Management/ back office staff. No cover name. Real
name will be published.
No application made. Management/ back office staff. No cover name. Real
name will be published.
No application made. Management/ back office staff. No cover name. Real
name will be published.
No application made. Management/ back office staff. No cover name. Real
name will be published.
No application. Management/back office staff. No cover name. Real name will
be published.

Kate Wilkinson
11 November 2021
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